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PROPERTY REVIEW
Opinion
A congenial and acceptable property, situated in a calm area which is handy for shopping and transport to the main sights.
This simple and sizeable B & B is reasonably smart and attractive to business and leisure travellers alike, especially those
attending the popular Berlin trade fair complex.

Exterior
7-storey curving corner building with wide picture windows and a stark grey coloured frontage with a neat off street
entrance.
Property type: Hotel
Storeys: 7
Exterior: Corner building

Interior
A compact and welcoming lobby is accompanied by a neat breakfast room with red seating and pristine textiles. There is
an amenable 24-hour bar off the reception.
Rooms: 66

Grounds
There are no grounds other than a car park at the rear.

Location
Area Type: On a tree lined street corner, 100 yds from the western end of the Kurfurstendamm, in a calm residential area
with a few shops, eateries and bars situated from 150 yds away. Adenauerplatz U-bahn station and bus stop 200 yds.

Facilities

Bars

Main Bar

Public facilities

Internet terminal(s)
WiFi Access

In-room facilities

Hairdryer
TV (English language)
Always check details with the property
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RESORT INFORMATION
General Description
A vibrant, cosmopolitan capital city covering 11km by 9.5km, the story
of Berlin is a true "tale of 2 cities". It was originally 2 small market
towns – Colln and Berlin – which merged in the 1300s when it became
home to the Prussian ruling family. It split again after WWII when it
was divided by the Wall into west and east (Communist) sectors. The
Wall came down in 1989 (it is now hard to track down any sign of it),
and subsequent, extensive regeneration and commercial building
projects have transformed the cityscape.

Hubs such as Potsdamer Platz, Alexanderplatz and Friedrichstrasse
have shed any reminders of the city's grim past while old warehouses,
factories and residential buildings in formerly run-down areas have
been converted into stylish accommodation and entertainment
complexes, drawing in the cafe-life and shopping crowd.

The city is made up of 12 districts. Those of most interest to visitors
include the old, historic district of Mitte (formerly in east Berlin) where
you'll find Unter den Linden boulevard, the Brandenburg Gate and
Museumsinsel, an island in the Spree with 5 museums; Tiergarten, a
park area with waterways and a zoo, lined on the north side by
ministry buildings, foreign embassies and the Reichstag; and
Charlottenburg, Berlin's main commercial centre and home to the
famous shopping thoroughfare, Kurfurstendamm. The former east
districts of Prenzlauer Berg and Friedrichshain offer lively nightlife
opportunities, while Kreuzberg to the south has become the centre for
the more alternative, multicultural side of city life.

Public Transport
An efficient, frequent underground (U-Bahn) and commuter train
service (S-Bahn), a good bus network and plentiful taxis; trams in east
Berlin. Bus numbers 100 and 200 pass many tourist sights between
the zoological gardens and Alexanderplatz (30-min ride). Car travel is
difficult and parking a problem. Cycle hire. Day tickets may be
purchased at the machines on each station.

Location
Location : In the north east of the country, 80km west of the Polish
border. 29km east of Potsdam. 273km south east of Hamburg. 8km
south east of Tegel international airport, 11km north west of
Tempelhof international airport and 19km north west of Schonefeld
international airport.
Position : In a wide valley, sprawling along both banks of the Spree
River. Surrounded by largely flat, extensive countryside dotted with
forest-rimmed lakes.
Dialling Code: 30
Website : www.berlin-tourist-information.de

Market/Suitability
Something for everyone, especially young people and couples. A
popular year-round, short-break destination.

Shopping
The main stores are found in former west Berlin, particularly around
the Kurfurstendamm area, which is home to high-quality department
stores and fashion shops like KaWeDe. However, other areas are
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offering competition - like Friedrichstrasse and Hackescher Markt in
Mitte - and an increasing number of shopping malls have sprung up,
including the Arkaden centre on Potsdamer Platz.

Smart boutiques along Unter den Linden and in the Stadtmitte area.
Good selection of markets including weekend flea markets,
particularly on Strasse des 17 Juni; a Turkish market on Maybachufer
in Neukolln; and a large Christmas market in Spandau.

Entertainment
Daytime: exploring the city; numerous museums including Egyptian,
Jewish, history of the Wall (on the site of Checkpoint Charlie) and
those on Museumsinsel; castles and churches including
Charlottenburg palace and Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial church; Spandau
with its 16th-century citadel and medieval old town; Olympia Stadium
(a good example of Nazi architecture); Karl-Marx-Allee in
Friedrichshain for examples of Stalinist architecture; many parks;
aquarium; lake bathing on Wannsee (south west Berlin) and
Muggelsee (east Berlin); swimming pools; sailing; ice-skating. Many
festivals including a cultural festival in Sept, a carnival in May and jazz
in Nov.

Nightlife: busy and varied with bars, clubs, live-music venues, beer
gardens, cafes, theatres, cabaret shows, cinemas (many showing
films in their original language), opera and concerts (rock, pop and
classical). Comprehensive coverage in the central districts, with
upmarket clubs and bars among the chic courtyards of Hackescher
Markt and along Oranienburger Strasse in Mitte; alternative clubs and
bars popular with students in Friedrichshain; more traditional taverns
in the riverside Nikolai quarter. There are no official closing times, so
many places stay open around the clock.

Eating Out
An exhaustive choice from German (mainly nouvelle cuisine rather
than traditional fare), Italian and French to Turkish, Thai, Japanese,
Jewish and Russian. Something to suit all pockets, from upmarket
dining at Gendarmenmarkt to the usual fast-food chains. Smart coffee
houses in Stadtmitte. Boat and barge restaurants, even a couple of
"dine in the dark" options (said to heighten your sense of taste!).

Accommodation
Hotels cover the full range, although most newer properties are at the
upper end of the market. Many low-budget properties around the
Zoologischer Garten area; choice of deluxe 5-star options in the
Stadtmitte area. There are not many properties offering air
conditioning which may be a necessity in the peak summer months.

Local Excursions
Half day: lake, canal and river boat trips. Full day: historic Potsdam
with its palaces, particularly Schloss Sanssouci; Pfaueninsel (Peacock
Island) wildlife sanctuary; Sachsenhausen in Oranienburg, a memorial
and museum on the site of a former Nazi concentration camp; tours of
surrounding countryside; Baltic coast at Rostock.

Resort Map

Hotel Agon Franke is located at map reference 9
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1. Arthotel Charlottenburger Hof 37. Swissotel Berlin 73. The Westin Grand Berlin
2. Abendstern 38. Korfu II 74. Hotel Sofitel Berlin

Gendarmenmarkt
3. Best Western Kanthotel Berlin 39. Steigenberger Hotel 75. Madison Friedrichstrasse
4. Hotel Domicil Berlin 40. Brandenburger Hof Berlin 76. Radisson Blu Hotel Berlin
5. Art Nouveau 41. Hotel Alsterhof Berlin 77. Alexander Plaza Berlin-Mitte
6. Hotel Kronprinz Berlin 42. Hotel Palace Berlin 78. Hotel Novotel Berlin Mitte
7. Panorama 43. Berlinerhof 79. Derag Hotel Grosser Kurfuerst
8. Louisa's Place 44. Crowne Plaza Berlin City

Centre
80. Derag Henriette

9. Hotel Agon Franke 45. Air in Berlin 81. Art'otel Berlin-Mitte, by Park
Plaza

10. Hotel Agon Lichtburg 46. City Hotel Ansbach 82. Luisenhof
11. Olivaer Apart 47. InterContinental Berlin 83. Hilton Berlin
12. Hotel Agon Opera 48. Pullman Berlin Schweizerhof 84. NH Berlin-Mitte
13. Hotel Bogota 49. Sorat Hotel Ambassador Berlin 85. Kubrat
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14. Askanischer Hof 50. Comfort Auberge 86. Mercure Hotel & Residenz
Berlin Checkpoint Charlie

15. Holiday Inn Garden Court
Berlin Kurfurstendamm

51. Scandotel Castor Berlin 87. Hotel Adlon Kempinski

16. Bleibtreu 52. Best Western Hotel President 88. Berlin Marriott Hotel
17. Mark Apart Hotel 53. Hamburg 89. The Ritz-Carlton, Berlin
18. Hollywood Media Hotel 54. Sylter Hof Berlin 90. Relexa Hotel Stuttgarter Hof

Berlin
19. Art'otel Berlin City Center
West, by Park Plaza

55. Atrium 91. Hotel Ibis Berlin Potsdamer
Platz

20. Berlin Plaza Hotel 56. Hanse 92. Angleterre Hotel
21. Q! 57. Holiday Inn Berlin City Centre

East
93. Movenpick Hotel Berlin

22. California 58. NH Berlin Alexanderplatz 94. Grand Hyatt Berlin
23. Concept 59. Hotel Agon am Alexanderplatz 95. Hotel Altberlinam Potsdamer

Platz
24. Hecker's Hotel 60. Park Inn Berlin-Alexanderplatz 96. Villa Amadeus
25. Kempinski Hotel Bristol 61. Hackescher Markt Hotel 97. Hotel Savigny
26. Imperial 62. Augustinenhof 98. Ku' Damm 101
27. Grand City Hotel Berlin
Zentrum

63. Dietrich Bonhoeffer Haus 99. Savoy Hotel

28. Golden Tulip Residenz 64. Arcotel Velvet 100. Astoria
29. Berlin Mark Hotel 65. Mercure Hotel Berlin City 101. Hotel Excelsior
30. Lindner am Ku'damm 66. Hotel Gates Berlin City East 102. Gates
31. Art'otel Berlin Kudamm, by
Park Plaza

67. Park Inn Berlin City West 103. Hotel Agon Aldea

32. Azimut Hotel Berlin
Kurfuerstendamm

68. Holiday Inn Berlin-Mitte 104. Esplanade

33. Hardenberg 69. Ibis Berlin City West 105. Hotel Innside Berlin
34. Fruhling am Zoo 70. NH Berlin Friedrichstrasse 106. Hotel Tiergarten
35. Avantgarde 71. Unter den Linden 107. Golden Tulip Park Consul

Hotel
36. Hotel Berlin Boulevard 72. Hotel Regent Berlin
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TRAVEL AGENT REVIEWS
Amazing Berlin

Just returned from Berlin on the 30th March 2009 after spending a 3 day stag weekend with some friends. I was a little
apprehensive pre travel as I was not particularly clued up on German culture, what a great surprise it was. Berlin is huge,
far bigger than expected, but is made so accessible by the fantastic public transport. We flew into Schonefeld Airport
which was about 30mins by S bahn from the centre. The S bahn and U bahn were fantastic with both lines easy to
understand and use, trains are frequent and always on time. Our group of 4 stayed on the Schonhauser Allee just outside
Prenzlaur Berg, very close to the main centre of Berlin which was easily reached by the U bahn. We did the usual tourist
things and visited all the main features of Berlin like Checkpoint Charlie, the remainder of The Berlin Wall, the Holocaust
memorial and many more. Now the important bit, food and drink, well what can I say, amazing! With plenty of bars,
restaurants and stalls to choose from you can never go hungry or thirsty. All the local beer was fantastic varying in taste
and strength but all very reasonably priced at between 3 to 4 euros for 0.5l (more than a pint). As for the food, due to the
fact we were constantly on the go and moving around, the small stalls and street vendors were amazing. You have try the
currywurst, by far the best thing I ate the whole weekend! Berlin in fantastic, clean, easily accessible, steeped in history
with plenty for everyone. I can not praise it highly enough and will definitely be returning in the near future!

Recommends to: Couples, Large groups, OAPs/Elderly, Young

by a gazetteers.com user from Thomas Cook, Falkirk on 30 March 2009

Great short break

Myself and 2 friends visited Berlin in February 2009. We stayed for 3 nights at the Genorator Hostel in Landsberger Allee.
It is a massive hostel in a brilliant location, was very cheap to stay at, rooms clean, spacious (we had a triple with private
S/WC) and breakfast is included in the price. The tram stop and S Bahn station are literally across the road. Berlin is so
easy to travel around there is the U Bahn, S Bahn and trams. All reasonably priced and regular services. There is plenty
to do from museums, art gallerys, theatres, fantastic shopping and nightlife. Sights worth seeing include: Brandanberg
Gate, Die Reichtstag, Check Point Charlie, DDR Museum (interactive museum), Berliner Dom (Cathederal), TV Tower
(Well worth the 10Euro fee, for the amazing views over the city). For nightlife visit Potsdamer Plats, Hackesher Markt,
Friederich Stein (great for bars). Every type of food is available from traditional German to Italian, Turkish, Spanish and
fast food. And the Beer is great! Shops are great, everything from High Street chains and independent boutiques through
to vintage shops.

Recommends to: Active/Adventurous, Budget, Business, Couples, Large groups, Singles, Young

by a gazetteers.com user from Thomas Cook, Loughborough on 26 February 2009

Lovely and clean

A wonderful city to stay in - I lived in Germany, so it was only a day-visit but I was amazed at how clean and spacious it
was and how relaxed the atmosphere seemed to be. The people were helpful and the sights where wonderful. A must-
see. Germany has, for a long time, been the underdog but with cities like this, it really shouldn't be!

Recommends to: Active/Adventurous, Budget, Business, Couples, Families with teenagers, Large groups, OAPs/Elderly,
Singles, Young, Disabled

by a gazetteers.com user from Travelcare, Inverness on 06 November 2007

Lots to do!
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I went to Berlin in January, stayed at the AGO Frankfurter Allee. I would recommend this hotel as it is only 5 minutes on U-
Bahn from the centre and the station is only round the corner. Paid only 110 for 4 Nights including flights so I thought the
hotel would be very basic. Rooms very clean and breakfasts of very good quality. Anyone wanting a day trip from Berlin
take the S-Bahn to either Spandau or Potsdam both very good towns with plenty of shops and attractions, with day
passes on the transport only 4 euros.

Recommends to: Active/Adventurous, Budget, Young

by a gazetteers.com user from Thomas Cook, Renfrew on 17 October 2007

Relaxing getaway

If you ever need a totally relaxing get away from it all no-kids break then look these lovely apartments up. There are 3
apartments in landscaped gardens with a big pool and terrace area. Each apartment only sleeps 2 so the maximum
number of people there will be 6! As you swim you look over the vineyards and see San Gimniano's towers in the
distance. Every apartment has it's own terrace and it's the most tranquil, beautiful place I've ever been. Lots of sightseeing
locally, and Florence and Sienna are only an hour's drive away. This wasn't a cheap holiday, but worth every penny!

Recommends to: Couples, Honeymooners

by a gazetteers.com user from Thomson, Cheltenham on 23 June 2007

Berlin

I went to Berlin in early March and I found it excellent. I visited many of the major landmarks such as the German
parliament building "der Reichstag" and the Brandenburg Gate. Food wise, Germany never fails. It has such a mix of food
from Italian, to English traditional food. The weather was fine too, not too warm but it wasn't raining either. I suggest 3/4
nights in Berlin is enough to discover what you need to visit in the city. I also recommend going to the Freidreich theatre
which was BRILL!!! I went to go and see a German version of Casanova and at a reasonable price. Overall, a brilliant visit
to Germany!

Recommends to: Budget, Business, Couples, Large groups, Singles, Young

by a gazetteers.com user from Thomson on 12 September 2006

Please note:This is the opinion of a gazetteers.com user and not of gazetteers.com

Gazetteers has used its best efforts in collecting and preparing material for inclusion on gazetteers.com but cannot warrant that the
information contained onthis website is complete or accurate and does not assume and hereby disclaims liability to any person for any
loss or damage caused by errors or omissions in gazetteers.com whether such errors or omission result from negligence, accident, or
any other cause. Specifically, the information given may be subject to change at short notice. Confirmation of critical client requirements
should therefore be sought direct from the hotel before finalising travel plans. Users are advised to obtain independent confirmation of
any specific terms, and confirm critical client accommodation requirements direct with the hotel.
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